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Hypothesis: The effect of salinity on Pickering emulsion stability to coalescence under dynamic forces
present during flow in porous media for applications including enhanced oil recovery is poorly under-
stood. Recent work suggests the absence of significant electrostatic repulsion in brine prompts unat-
tached particles to assemble into inter-droplet networks that increase emulsion stability. We
hypothesize that emulsions stabilized by nanoparticles coated with (3-glycidyloxypropyl)trimethoxysi
lane (GLYMO) will generate particle networks in brine and exhibit greater stability to coalescence than
in deionized water (DI).
Experiments: We stabilized decane-in-water emulsions with GLYMO-coated silica nanoparticles at vari-
ous particle concentrations using brine and DI as the aqueous phase. We imaged the emulsions to calcu-
late droplet diameters, then centrifuged the emulsions and weighed the volume of decane released to
determine the extent of coalescence. We compared these measurements to evaluate the effect of salinity
on emulsion stability.
Findings: Emulsions demonstrate greater dynamic stability and smaller droplet diameters with increas-
ing nanoparticle concentration and salinity. Controlling for differences in droplet size, we observe that
brine reduces the emulsion coalescence rate by a factor of 78 ± 23 relative to DI. This difference supports
and quantifies past work suggesting that unattached nanoparticles aggregate in brine and increase over-
all emulsion stability, whereas nanoparticles in DI remain separated.

� 2021 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Solid-stabilized emulsions (i.e., Pickering emulsions) have seen
increased focus in literature [1–4] as a potential alternative to
surfactant-stabilized emulsions for applications such as enhanced
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oil recovery [5,6] and aquifer decontamination [7]. Solid particles
stabilize emulsions by attaching to droplet surfaces through inter-
facial adsorption [8,9]. The particles adsorb to a fluid–fluid inter-
face with high attachment energies and sterically prevent
coalescence between adjacent droplets [10,11]. The attachment
energy is high enough to stabilize macroemulsions (emulsions
with droplets>1 mm), a property that makes Pickering emulsions
well suited for both conformance-controlled [12,13] and
mobility-controlled [14] flow through porous media, particularly
in harsh conditions [15].

The attachment energy is the product of the area a particle
occupies at the interface by the surface tension of the two phases,
given in Eq. (1) for an oil–water emulsion [11]:

DE ¼ pr2cOWð1� cos hOWð Þj jÞ2 ð1Þ

where DE is the change of energy of the particle transferring from
the bulk to the surface, r is the particle radius, cOW is the oil–water
interfacial tension, and hOW is the oil–water contact angle on the
particle surface. The static stability of an emulsion is determined
by the attachment energy of its particles. A nanoparticle with inter-
mediate wettability (hOW = 90�) will achieve the highest DE and
generate the most statically stable emulsions. Static stability can
be controlled by manipulating the particle surface and changing
the contact angle; various types of particles have been statically sta-
bilized by this method [15–21]. Eq. (1) is not suitable for predicting
stability of a flowing emulsion, however. During flow through por-
ous media, there are more complicated dynamic forces present
influencing stability to coalescence. Pickering emulsion stability
under dynamic conditions is more difficult to determine and not
as well understood.

Dynamic stability is typically measured with either centrifuga-
tion [22–26] or rheometry [27,28]. Griffith and Daigle [22] demon-
strated that an emulsion’s stability to coalescence in a centrifuge
was an accurate indicator of its dynamic stability during flow. They
generated decane-in-water emulsions stabilized by silica nanopar-
ticles coated with [3-(2,3-dihydroxypropoxy)propyl]-trimethoxysi
lane (GLYMO), centrifuged the emulsions, and calculated a critical
demulsification pressure – the pressure necessary to initiate partial
coalescence of the emulsion. They compared these pressures to
observations of the coalescence of emulsions flowing through a
glass capillary tube, and found them to be good predictors of
dynamic stability. Using these methods, some general factors that
influence Pickering emulsion dynamic stability have been found.
Emulsions with smaller droplet diameters, greater concentrations
of nanoparticles, and particles with more intermediate wettability
have all been shown to exhibit greater dynamic stability under cer-
tain conditions [22–28]. Dynamic stability also appears to increase
with increasing salinity [22,24,27–30]. Investigating the role of
salinity, Whitby et al. [28] examined the effect of shear force on
coalescence in bromohexadecane-in-water Pickering emulsions
while altering the concentration of sodium chloride. Using confocal
fluorescence images, they demonstrated the tendency for unat-
tached particles in the aqueous phase to aggregate around droplets
at increased salinity, accompanied by increasing particle disper-
sion viscosity and emulsion stability. They were successfully able
to destabilize emulsions by applying shear. Their work supported
other studies suggesting the formation of inter-droplet particle
networks in the aqueous phase of high-salinity emulsions [31–
34]. These networks are thought to be rigid enough to prevent dro-
plets from approaching and coalescing, and could play a significant
role in stabilizing emulsions during flow through porous media.

While particle networks have been qualitatively observed, there
is little work in literature attempting to quantify their impact on
coalescence in response to compressive stress while controlling
for droplet size and nanoparticle concentration. The objective of
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this work is to quantify the effect of salinity on emulsion formation
and coalescence under dynamic conditions with detailed measure-
ments while controlling for droplet size and nanoparticle concen-
tration. We generated and centrifuged emulsions over a range of
nanoparticle concentrations and tracked differences in droplet
diameter to isolate the effect of salinity. We then combined our
observations with calculations of inter-particle forces to infer the
presence and impact of inter-droplet particle networks.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

NexSil 6 silica nanoparticles were obtained from Nyacol as a
nanoparticle core for functionalization. These particles, nominally
6 nm in diameter, have a reported diameter range of 5–7.5 nm
and a specific surface area range of 340–545 m2/g. The specific
stock used contained 18.8 wt% nanoparticles. (3-glycidyloxypro
pyl)trimethoxysilane (GPTMS or Ring-Closed GLYMO) was pur-
chased from Sigma-Aldrich (>98% purity). n-decane was obtained
from Chevron Phillips (>99% purity). Sodium chloride (NaCl), cal-
cium chloride (CaCl2), and 12.1 N hydrochloric acid (HCl) were pur-
chased from Fischer Scientific. A Barnstead E-Pure Ultrapure Water
Purification System generated 18.2 MX�cm deionized water (DI)
for use in all experiments.

2.2. Functionalization of Ring-Opened GLYMO nanoparticles

The procedure to functionalize silica nanoparticles with Ring-
Opened GLYMO was similar to previous work [22,34,35]. A batch
of NexSil 6 stock solution containing 2 g nanoparticles was slightly
diluted with DI in a cylindrical vial. 0.03 N HCl, diluted from a
12.1 N stock, was mixed with 4.4 g of methanol in a beaker to give
a mixture with a resulting molarity of 0.01 M HCl. Ring-Closed
GLYMO was added to the beaker such that there were 5 mmol in
solution per m2 of nanoparticle area based on an average surface
area of 445 m2/g, and stirred for a few minutes to open the epoxy
ring and form Ring-Opened GLYMO ([3-(2,3-dihydroxypropoxy)p
ropyl]-trimethoxysilane, referred to from here simply as GLYMO).
This GLYMO mixture was then added dropwise to the vial contain-
ing 2 g of nanoparticles. The vial was sealed with PTFE tape and
stirred overnight at 65� C to graft GLYMO onto the silica surface
via hydrolysis condensation. Following the reaction, the mixture
was opened to air to allow the methanol to evaporate. The result-
ing dispersion – approximately 17 g total - was purified in Amicon
Ultra-15 30 K MWCO centrifugal filters by centrifuging eight times
with DI at 5000 g for 30 min. The separated particles after this pro-
cess were redispersed in DI by sonication. The success of filtration
was verified by measuring the surface tension of the aqueous par-
ticle dispersion with via the pendant drop method in a Ramé-Hart
goniometer. The final, filtered dispersion of GLYMO-functionalized
nanoparticles (GLYMO-NP) was used for experiments. Multiple
batches were prepared by this method.

2.3. Nanoparticle characterization

Nanoparticle hydrodynamic diameter and zeta potential were
measured with a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS. Diameter measure-
ments were taken as the z (intensity) average and number average
diameter of a 1 wt% nanoparticle dispersion in a cuvette, both as
reported by the Zetasizer. The zeta potential was measured from
a 1 wt% nanoparticle dispersion in a DTS 1070 zetacell. These
two measurements were carried out with unfiltered particles.

The coverage of GLYMO molecules on the silica surface was
quantified in a Mettler Thermogravimetric Analyzer TGA/DSC 1



Table 1
GLYMO-nanoparticle parameters measured with DLS and TGA.

Bare
NexSil 6

GLYMO-NP

Z average diameter (nm) 16.31 15.19
Number average diameter (nm) 4.65 6.44
Polydispersity Index 0.218 0.466
Zeta Potential (mV) �46 ± 6 �43 ± 6
Organic fraction removed by TGA (fo) 0.024 0.145
Surface coverage fraction of GLYMO (u) 0.00 0.33
Estimated mass of single particle (g) 2.5 � 10-19 3.0 � 10-19

Surface tension of 1 wt% filtered particle
dispersion (mN/m)

n/a 69.22 ± 0.17
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using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). Similar to previous stud-
ies [33,35], samples of filtered GLYMO-NP were placed in an alu-
mina crucible and dried overnight in an oven at 80 �C to remove
water with the goal of leaving 5 mg of dry sample. TGA measure-
ments were performed by ramping temperature from 30 �C to
110 �C at a rate of 10 �C/min, holding at 110 �C for 20 min to
remove residual water, and then ramping up to 800 �C. The percent
of organic mass, an indicator of how much GLYMO attached to the
silica nanoparticles, was taken as the fraction of mass lost ramping
temperature from 110 �C to 800 �C.

2.4. Emulsion generation

Oil-in-water emulsions were prepared by combining 20 mL of
n-decane with 20 mL of aqueous nanoparticle dispersion in a
50 mL glass beaker. The filtered GLYMO-NP dispersions were
diluted in either DI or brine to reach a desired nanoparticle concen-
tration ranging from 0.1 wt% to 7 wt%, depending on the experi-
ment. We formulated brine based on the ions and ionic ratios
specified by the American Petroleum Institute [36] (i.e., ‘‘API
brine”). Our ‘‘5API brine” (containing 5 wt% total dissolved solids,
rather than the traditional 10 wt%) was prepared by mixing NaCl
and CaCl2 at a four-to-one mass ratio with DI, such that nanoparti-
cles were ultimately dispersed in a 4 wt% NaCl, 1 wt% CaCl2 aque-
ous phase. We refer to GLYMO-NP emulsions in DI and in 5API
brine as GLYMO-NP-DI and GLYMO-NP-5API emulsions, respec-
tively. The mixtures were emulsified via sonication in a 30 W Bran-
son Digital Tip Sonifier using a 5 mm microtip. The sonifier was set
to 50% amplitude with the tip positioned at the oil–water interface
and run for 10 s. The mixture was then stirred and the process was
repeated two more times, by which point each sample had fully
emulsified.

2.5. Centrifugation

30 g of emulsion was added to a Falcon 50 mL Polypropylene
Conical Tube. The tube was centrifuged in an Eppendorf 5810R
Centrifuge at 5000 g of acceleration for 15 min, matching parame-
ters from previous work [22]. Centrifugation caused three phases
to form in the tube: a top phase of released decane, a middle phase
of concentrated emulsion, and a bottom aqueous phase. For strong
emulsions, the top and bottom phases could be negligible or
absent; similarly, weak emulsions exhibited only a trace emulsion
phase in the middle. Released decane from centrifugation was
quickly separated from the top of each sample with a pipette and
the mass difference was measured on a scale to determine the
extent of coalescence.

2.6. Microscope imaging and droplet size calculation

Emulsions were imaged using a Nikon Labophot-Pol microscope
and Nikon Digital Sight DS-Fil camera. 40 mL of emulsion, diluted in
the appropriate solution (brine or DI), was placed onto a micro-
scope slide under a cover slip. Microscope images were taken at
scales of 40x, 10x, and 4x zoom and analyzed by ImageJ to calcu-
late droplet areas. Droplet diameters were determined from the
dataset of droplet areas by calculating the geometry of the droplets
and accounting for a cover slide height of 50 mm (most droplets had
a diameter of below 50 mm and were therefore assumed to be
spherical). Emulsion droplet sizes were reported as the Sauter
diameter, D32, which is a volume-weighted measure of average
droplet size:

D32 ¼
Pn

i Di
3

Pn
i Di

2 ð2Þ
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where Di refers to the diameter of the ith droplet in a set of n total
droplets.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Nanoparticle characterization

We characterized the GLYMO-NP and compared them to bare
NexSil 6 particles to verify the extent of the grafting reaction. With
DLS, we measured the z-average particle diameter, number-
average diameter, and zeta potential. With TGA, we measured
the organic fraction and calculated a surface coverage fraction
and nanoparticle mass. Surface tension was measured with the
pendant-drop method. These properties are reported in Table 1.

The coverage fraction from TGA was calculated by the following
equation, modified from Worthen, et al [35]:
ul ¼
f o � f o;np

ð1� f o � f i þ f o;npÞSAMTGANSiOH
ð3Þ
In Eq. (3), ul refers to the surface coverage of ligand as a dimension-
less fraction ranging from 0 (no coverage) to 1 (full coverage). SA is
the specific surface area of the nanoparticle core (445 m2/g for Nex-
Sil 6), MTGA is the molecular weight GLYMO removeable by TGA
(133.17 g/mol) [35], and NSiOH is the density of silanol sites available
for GLYMO grafting at the silica surface (assumed to be 4.6 sites/
nm2) [37]. The values fo, fi, and fo,np represent different mass frac-
tions of the particle relevant to TGA. The organic fraction of the par-
ticle, fo, is the fraction of the particle mass that is removed at high
temperatures during TGA. The organic fraction of the original
nanoparticle core, fo,np, is the same measurement for bare silica,
and is subtracted from fo to control for mass loss at the bare silica
surface during TGA. The inorganic fraction, fi, is the mass of GLYMO
added to the NexSil 6 particle but not removed by TGA.

The calculated surface coverage, 0.33, is consistent with values
of 0.38 and 0.35 reported by Worthen, et al. [35], and 0.32 reported
by Griffith and Daigle [33] for NexSil 6 particles coated with
GLYMO by similar processes. The TGA mass-temperature curves
are plotted in Fig. S1. These characterizations altogether were good
indicators that GLYMO had successfully grafted to the silica
surface.

We finally measured the surface tension of a 1 wt% GLYMO-NP
dispersion in deionized water with the pendant drop method to
verify the success of particle filtration. The measured value of
69.22 ± 0.17 mN/m was only slightly less than that of pure water
(72 mN/m). We further demonstrate successful filtration by com-
paring centrifugation experiments of unfiltered and filtered parti-
cles in Fig. 4.
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3.2. Evaluation of nanoparticle interactions with extended DLVO
theory

We can further characterize the properties and interactions of
GLYMO-NP using extended DLVO theory [35,38,39]. The original
DLVO theory, named for Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek
[40,41], describes the behavior of dispersed particles subject to van
der Waals attraction and electrostatic forces. The potential energy
(U) from van der Waals attraction between two GLYMO-NP is
given by the Derjaguin approximation [42]:

UwdV dð Þ ¼ � r þ lð Þð ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Am

p � ffiffiffiffiffi
Ap

p Þ2
12d

ð4Þ

where r is the particle core radius and l is the ligand length,
assumed for GLYMO to be 0.95 nm [43]. Am and Ap are the Hamaker
constants for the continuous phase and the particle, respectively.
We used Hamaker constants of 3.7 � 10-20 J for the fluid and
6.3 � 10-20 J for the particles, taken from Worthen et al. [35]. The
core-to-core separation distance is given by d. Van der Waals attrac-
tion between the particles yields a highly negative interaction
energy at short distances that approaches zero as distance
increases. We assume that this force is not affected by ionic concen-
tration. Electrostatic repulsion can be approximated by Eq. (5) [42]:

UR dð Þ ¼ 32preoerðkBTe Þ
2

tanh2ð eWo

4kBT
Þe�jd ð5Þ

where T is temperature (equal to 298 K for room temperature), kB is
Boltzmann’s constant, andWo is the surface potential of the particle,
assumed to be equal to the zeta potential. eo and er are the permit-
tivity of free space and the relative permittivity of the aqueous
phase, respectively. The latter term is given for a NaCl/CaCl2 mix-
ture in Eq. (6), following the approach by Chen and Panagiotopoulus
[44]:

er ¼ erw � 16:2cNaCl þ 3:1cNaCl2=3
� � � 1� 3cCaCl2

2cNaCl þ 3cCaCl2

� �

þ erw � 11:3cCaCl2 þ 1:9cCaCl22=3
� � � 3cCaCl2

2cNaCl þ 3cCaCl2

� �
ð6Þ

The parameters cNaCl and cCaCl2 refer to the molar concentrations of
NaCl and CaCl2, respectively, and erw is the relative permittivity of
pure water. Altogether, we calculate a relative permittivity of 61.2
for 5API brine. The inverse Debye length, j, is given by Eq. (7) [42]:

j ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
i
q1;ie2z

2
i

eoerkBT

vuut ð7Þ

The inverse Debye length is calculated as a function of the number
density of ion species i in the bulk solution, q1,i, the species valency,
zi, and the elementary charge, e (as well as kB, T, eo, and er from
before). We assume that DI has an NaCl concentration of
0.01 mM, giving an inverse Debye length of j = 0.0104 nm�1;
5API brine, in contrast, gives an inverse Debye length of
j = 3.80 nm�1.

By the above equations, electrostatic repulsion is some finite,
positive value at a separation distance of zero and decreases with
increasing distance. The rate that electrostatic repulsion decays is
controlled by the Debye length, which itself depends on ionic con-
centration. In DI, electrostatic repulsion decays slowly with dis-
tance, but in 5API brine, due to ionic screening of electrostatic
charges, electrostatic repulsion decays almost immediately. As a
result, electrostatic repulsion is significant in DI and assumed to
be zero in brine. Extended DLVO theory combines these two forces
with steric interactions between GLYMO molecules at the silica
surface [35]. Steric interaction Us is modeled as two components:
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an osmotic contribution, Uo, and an entropic/elastic contribution,
Ue [45]:

Us ¼ Uo þUe ð8Þ
The osmotic component of steric energy is described by Eq. (9):

Uo dð Þ ¼ 0d � 2l

Uo dð Þ ¼ 4pru2ð0:5�vÞ
v1

l� d
2

� �2
l � d < 2l

Uo dð Þ ¼ 4pru2ð0:5�vÞl2
v1

d
2l � 1

4 � lnðdlÞ
� �

d < l

ð9Þ

Eq. (9) is a piecewise function of d, the distance measured from
the surface of the nanoparticle core. The domain intervals are
defined by the ligand length, l, assumed to be 0.95 nm [43]. u is
the volume coverage fraction of GLYMO at the silica particle sur-
face, v is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, and v1 is the
volume of one GLYMO molecule at the surface. Following the work
of Worthen et al. [35], we used a Flory-Huggins parameter of 0.1
for our calculations, representing good compatibility between the
GLYMO ligands and aqueous phase. The entropic/elastic compo-
nent of steric energy is calculated by another piecewise function:

Ue dð Þ ¼ 0d � l

Ue dð Þ ¼ 2prNaud2qpl
2

Mw

d
l lnðd4l 3� d

l

� �2Þ � 6 lnð3�d=l
2 Þ þ 3ð1� d

lÞ
h i

d < l

ð10Þ
The parameters qp and Mw refer to the density of bulk GLYMO

and the molecular weight of GLYMO, respectively. At a separation
distance close to zero, the total steric repulsion generates a high
interaction energy; this energy decreases with increasing distance
and equals zero at a distance of 1.9 nm (equal to twice the esti-
mated length of a GLYMO molecule, at which point two particles
are no longer in contact). The steric repulsion does not significantly
change with a change in ionic concentration of the aqueous phase.
Finally, the total interaction energy UT is calculated by combining
the van der Waals, electrostatic, and steric terms:

UT ¼ UvdW þUR þUs ð11Þ
Fig. 1 plots the interaction energies in dimensionless thermal

units (E/kBT) of GLYMO-NP in 5API brine and GLYMO-NP in DI as
a function of separation distance between particle cores.

Fig. 1(a) plots the DLVO interaction energies of GLYMO-NP in DI.
These energies are always positive within the domain of interest,
suggesting that particles will repel in dispersion. Fig. 1(b) displays
the DLVO interaction energies of GLYMO-NP in brine. With electro-
static repulsion absent, the total interaction energy is a sum of the
steric and van der Waals forces. Although this energy is strongly
negative at near-zero separation distance, the peak observed at
approximately 0.1 nm of separation is sufficient to prevent parti-
cles from coming into contact and aggregating. Without GLYMO
grafted to the surface, these particles would only exhibit van der
Waals attraction and therefore be unstable in brine.

3.3. Emulsion imaging

To validate our procedure for imaging droplets at different
microscope scales and compiling the images into a single D32 diam-
eter, we separately generated four 0.25 wt% GLYMO-NP emulsions
in 5API brine and independently imaged each batch. A combined
histogram of the measured droplet distributions of these four
emulsions is plotted in Fig. 2, alongside microscope images show-
ing a representative sample of the emulsion at the largest (40x)
and smallest (4x) zoom lengths. The individual histograms and
intermediate zoom scale are displayed in Fig. S2.

The four batches that comprise the histogram in Fig. 2 (a) all fell
within a similar range. They exhibited D32 diameters of 30 ± 4 mm,



Fig. 1. (a) DLVO interactions of GLYMO-NP in DI as a function of core surface to core surface particle separation distance, assuming significant electrostatic repulsion; (b)
DLVO interactions of GLYMO-NP in 5API brine as a function of separation distance, where electrostatic repulsion is assumed to be zero.

Fig. 2. (a) Representative histogram of droplet size distributions of 0.25 wt% GLYMO-NP-5API emulsions. The frequency of droplets at each diameter bin has been normalized
to sum to a value of one. Images (b) and (c) show the same 0.25 wt% GLYMO-NP-5API emulsion sample on a microscope slide imaged at 40x and 4x zoom.
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31 ± 2 mm, 32 ± 3 mm, and 31 ± 2 mm, respectively. These results
help demonstrate the repeatability of the emulsion generation
and imaging process.

Two emulsion series were prepared for imaging and centrifuga-
tion: GLYMO-NP emulsion in DI and GLYMO-NP emulsion in 5API
brine. Each emulsion series contained a wide range of nanoparticle
concentrations to observe the effect on emulsion stability and dro-
Fig. 3. (a) D32 diameters of GLYMO-NP-DI and GLYMO-NP-5API emulsions as a function o
line is an estimate of the smallest possible droplet size given the quantity of nanopartic
surface of a droplet as a function of nanoparticle mass concentration in the aqueous ph

2325
plet size, and identify any changes between DI and 5API brine.
Fig. 3 plots the D32 diameters of the DI and 5API brine emulsion
series in microns against nanoparticle mass concentration on a
log–log scale. Error bars are given as a propagated measurement
error of ± 1 pixel of droplet diameter for each droplet in the D32

calculation.
f nanoparticle concentration in the original aqueous phase. The geometric minimum
les available to stabilize an emulsion; (b) Estimated fraction of nanoparticles at the
ase.



Fig. 4. Volume fraction of oil released during centrifugation for unfiltered GLYMO-
NP-DI and GLYMO-NP-5API emulsions as a function of nanoparticle mass concen-
tration. The filtrate concentration is converted into an equivalent nanoparticle
concentration for comparative purposes.
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GLYMO-NP proved capable of stabilizing smaller, more stati-
cally stable emulsion droplets in 5API brine than in DI for the same
initial concentration of nanoparticles. As GLYMO-NP concentration
increased from 0.2 wt% to 5 wt% in the aqueous phase, the D32

diameters of GLYMO-NP-5API emulsions decreased from
36 ± 5 mm to 3.41 ± 0.05 mm. A brine emulsion was attempted at
0.1 wt% nanoparticles, but it was not strong enough to remain
stable under static conditions. This observation indicates that the
critical concentration for stability of GLYMO-NP-5API emulsion lies
between 0.1 and 0.2 wt%. GLYMO-NP-DI emulsions generated lar-
ger droplets that were only statically stable at higher nanoparticle
concentrations. Ranging from 2 wt% to 7 wt% nanoparticle concen-
tration in the aqueous phase, the D32 diameters of GLYMO-NP-DI
emulsions decreased from 10.2 ± 0.3 mm to 3.42 ± 0.02 mm. Another
DI emulsion was attempted at 1 wt% nanoparticles, but it too did
not remain stable at static conditions, indicating that the critical
concentration for stability of GLYMO-NP-DI emulsion is between
1 and 2 wt%. Holding concentration constant, GLYMO-NP-DI emul-
sions had 50–80% larger droplet sizes. Because larger emulsion
droplets are expected to be less stable than equivalent smaller dro-
plets [28,46], it was not surprising that GLYMO-NP-5API emulsion
exhibited greater static stability at the same nanoparticle concen-
tration; however, the apparently higher stability of GLYMO-NP-
5API emulsion at lower nanoparticle concentrations (when droplet
sizes were much higher) suggested a fundamental difference
between the two emulsions. We investigated this difference in sec-
tion 3.4 with dynamic centrifugation experiments.

The geometric minimum line representing the minimum dro-
plet diameters expected for a given weight fraction of nanoparti-
cles is plotted in Fig. 3(a). This line corresponds to the droplet
size associated with the maximum surface area that the nanopar-
ticles could occupy if every particle in the dispersion was attached
to an oil–water interface. For this calculation, we assumed that the
particles exhibited hexagonal packing at the interface in a dense
monolayer with a diameter of 7.9 nm (the nominal diameter of
NexSil 6 plus twice the expected length of a GLYMO molecule).
Both the 5API brine and DI series displayed larger droplet diame-
ters than the geometric minimum – an indication that some frac-
tion of the nanoparticles migrated to an interface, but another
significant portion remained dispersed in the aqueous phase. This
difference was greater at higher nanoparticle concentrations;
while the geometric minimum line, by definition, can be fit to an
exponential curve with an exponent of �1.0, both the 5API brine
and DI curves were best fitted with an exponent of �0.8, suggest-
ing less efficient migration of particles during sonication at higher
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particle concentrations. Given their smaller diameters at equal
concentration, GLYMO-NP-5API emulsions exhibited more parti-
cles at an interface than the GLYMO-NP-DI emulsions, evidence
that particles sonicated more efficiently in brine than in DI. Fig. 3
(b) plots the estimated fraction of particles at the surface of a dro-
plet as a function of nanoparticle mass concentration, calculated
from these results.

The more efficient migration of particles to the interface during
sonication in brine can be explained by extended DLVO theory. As
seen in Fig. 1(b), GLYMO-NP have sufficiently high total interaction
energies at distances up to twice the ligand length to sterically
repel other particles and prevent aggregation, despite the absence
of electrostatic forces. Beyond the range of steric repulsion, how-
ever, the total interaction energy is small and slightly negative.
The GLYMO-NP do not repel further than short distances in brine
and may even loosely pack together. During sonication, these par-
ticles may form dense monolayers at the oil–water interface more
easily. Because they migrate to the interface more efficiently, a
greater fraction of particles ends up situated at a droplet surface
after sonication. The particles stabilize a higher surface area of a
finite volume of decane, resulting in smaller droplets. GLYMO-NP
form dense monolayers less easily when migrating to an interface
in DI. Due to the presence of electrostatic repulsion, as plotted in
Fig. 1(a), particles require more energy to approach and pack
together at the surface. This tendency prevents as many nanopar-
ticles from situating at a droplet surface after sonication, resulting
in less surface area of decane stabilized and consequently larger
droplets. The deviation from the minimum lines at higher nanopar-
ticle concentrations in both DI and 5API brine indicated even less
efficient sonication as more particles are added to dispersion.

3.4. Centrifugation

To measure the dynamic stability of each emulsion, a centrifuge
was used to apply a constant acceleration of 5000 g for 15 min to
an emulsion to quantify the effect of dynamic force on emulsion
coalescence. Following centrifugation, each emulsion separated
into three distinct phases. The bottommost layer was an aqueous
phase, containing either DI or brine with no decane droplets. This
phase likely also contained some number of dispersed nanoparti-
cles, unattached to an oil–water interface. The central layer was
a dense, highly-creamed emulsion phase, consisting of multiple
decane droplets surrounded by a thin film of the continuous phase
(either DI or brine). This central layer was sampled for microscope
imaging before and after centrifugation to determine the average
droplet size. The uppermost layer was an oleic phase, containing
decane released by droplet coalescence events. The volume of this
uppermost phase was extracted and measured to determine the
fraction of emulsion coalesced, a proxy for emulsion stability.
The three phases are illustrated in Fig. S3. In the case that the
emulsion had almost entirely coalesced with only trace amounts
of the central layer remaining, the volume fraction was reported
as 1. If the uppermost layer was too small to extract with a pipette,
the volume fraction was reported as 0.

We first examined the centrifugation behavior of unfiltered
GLYMO-NP-DI and GLYMO-NP-5API emulsions to contrast their
behavior and to demonstrate the successful filtration of our filtered
particles. Fig. 4 displays the volume fraction of oil released during
centrifugation against nanoparticle concentration for emulsions
generated with unfiltered particles, as well as emulsions generated
from the filtrate of filtered particles.

We assumed that the filtrate had the same chemical composi-
tion of the aqueous phase of unfiltered particles. Using the unfil-
tered GLYMO-NP stock as a basis, we converted this chemical
composition into an equivalent nanoparticle mass concentration
(essentially, the quantity of unfiltered aqueous phase associated
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with a given quantity of GLYMO-NP). Unfiltered GLYMO-NP-DI
emulsion closely tracked the stability behavior of the filtrate-
stabilized emulsion, coalescing easily in the centrifuge at low
nanoparticle concentrations but quickly demonstrating high stabil-
ity as nanoparticle concentration increased to 5–7 wt%. Unlike the
emulsions with filtered particles that will be presented in Fig. 5,
unfiltered GLYMO-NP-DI emulsion exhibited a more gradual
decline in stability. There was no critical concentration range for
the unfiltered emulsion, and even at low nanoparticle concentra-
tions of 1 wt%, the unfiltered GLYMO-NP-DI emulsion still only
partially coalesced in the centrifuge (the filtered GLYMO-NP-DI
emulsion was not even statically stable at 1 wt% nanoparticle con-
centration). On the other hand, unfiltered GLYMO-NP-5API emul-
sions were completely unstable at even static conditions.

Fig. 5(a) plots the volume fraction of oil released during cen-
trifugation against nanoparticle concentration for filtered
GLYMO-NP-DI and GLYMO-NP-5API emulsions. Fig. 5(b) plots the
same volume fraction against emulsion D32 diameter in microns
(similar to Fig. 3, error bars are given as ± 1 pixel of measurement
error in the individual droplet diameters propagated through the
D32 diameter calculation). The shaded regions represent uncer-
tainty in the volume fraction of oil released. This uncertainty is
equal to two standard deviations of the repeated values of 3 wt%
GLYMO-NP-DI emulsion and 0.25 wt% GLYMO-NP-5API emulsion,
respectively, and is centered about a linear fit to the data.

Both GLYMO-NP-DI and GLYMO-NP-5API emulsions followed a
similar trend, releasing a high volume fraction of decane at low
nanoparticle mass concentrations, showing an increase of stability
across a critical concentration range, and releasing almost no
decane at sufficiently high concentrations. Much of the transition
between instability and stability for GLYMO-NP-5API emulsions
occurred between 0.2 wt% and 0.375 wt% nanoparticles. A similar
transition between 2.75 wt% and 4 wt% nanoparticles was
observed for GLYMO-NP-DI emulsions. Approximately 12 times
more nanoparticles were required to stabilize the emulsions in
DI than in 5API brine. GLYMO-NP-5API emulsion also produced a
smoother stability curve with less scatter, indicating a more
repeatable stability mechanism.

Because droplet diameter is understood to influence the stabil-
ity of emulsions [28,46], comparing nanoparticle concentrations
directly does not give a complete picture of the difference in emul-
sion stability. Fig. 5(b) plots the same volume fraction data from
Fig. 5(a) as a function of droplet size to account for this difference.
The shaded regions again represent two standard deviations of
uncertainty in the volume fraction of oil released, centered around
Fig. 5. Volume fraction of oil released during centrifugation for filtered GLYMO-NP emul
log scale or (b) emulsion D32 diameter in microns. The shaded region represents two stan
fit to the data.
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a linear fit to the data. Controlling for droplet size, the GLYMO-NP-
DI emulsions still coalesced more easily in the centrifuge. The DI
emulsions transitioned from stable to unstable at a D32 diameter
range of 4.3 ± 0.5 times lower than the GLYMO-NP-5API emulsions.
Notably, the process of centrifugation did not significantly affect
the measured D32 diameter for any emulsion. No emulsions exhib-
ited a significant change in D32 diameter measured before or after
centrifugation. This finding suggests that – after some initial coa-
lesce – droplets coalesced with the bulk separated decane at the
top of the centrifuge vial, rather than with other droplets. This out-
come is reasonable for a centrifuge system because the compres-
sive force is strongest at the top of the vial.

The observation that emulsion droplets are more stable to coa-
lescence in brine than in DI, together with extended DLVO theory,
supports the formation of the particle networks described in liter-
ature. As shown in Fig. 1(b), with sufficiently high ionic concentra-
tions in brine screening electrostatic forces, unattached particles in
the aqueous phase are slightly attracted by van der Waals forces
outside of the range of steric repulsion. These particles interact
and form aggregate networks between the emulsion droplets that
likely lead to the increased stability observed from our experi-
ments of emulsions in brine. Particle networks were previously
observed in a similar GLYMO-NP-Brine system with cryo-SEM
imaging [33]. By freezing the emulsion droplets, the authors were
able to capture images of white threads (representing dense
nanoparticle connections) connecting their emulsion droplets. This
process is illustrated in Fig. 6. Given the catastrophic loss of stabil-
ity of our GLYMO-NP-5API emulsions with 0.1 wt% nanoparticles
under ordinary gravity, these networks likely formed for our 50%
decane emulsions at a critical concentration between 0.1 and
0.2 wt% nanoparticles. Interestingly, as observed in Fig. 4, the pres-
ence of unfiltered GLYMO appeared to completely destabilize these
networks.

We can quantify the added stability particle networks con-
tribute to emulsions based on the measured coalescence and D32

diameters. GLYMO-NP-DI exhibited a similar stability profile to
GLYMO-NP-5API at 4.3 ± 0.5 times smaller D32 diameters. Because
the orthokinetic rate constant for the coalescence of spherical
drops is proportional to the cube of the droplet diameter [28],
we calculate that brine-stabilized particle networks reduced the
rate constant by a factor of 78 ± 23, relative to dissociated particles
in deionized water. In contrast to other work that examines the
presence of particle networks [31–34], this finding provides a
direct quantification of the impact of particle networks on the coa-
sions in DI and 5API brine as a function of (a) nanoparticle mass concentration on a
dard deviations of uncertainty in the volume fraction of oil released around a linear



Fig. 6. Predicted behavior of nanoparticles dispersed in the continuous phase in a Pickering emulsion. In deionized water, the unattached particles repel and remain
dissociated. In brine, the particles attract, forming inter-droplet particle networks.
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lescence of Pickering emulsions in response to compressive forces,
accounting for changes in droplet diameter.

4. Conclusions

We measured the relative dynamic stability of GLYMO-NP
emulsions over a range of controlled conditions. We found that
GLYMO-NP in 5API brine generated smaller, more stable emulsions
than in DI. By increasing nanoparticle concentration from 0.2 wt%
to 5 wt%, we observed D32 diameters of brine emulsion droplets
decrease from 36 ± 5 mm to 3.41 ± 0.05 mm. The D32 diameters of
DI emulsion droplets decreased from 10.2 ± 0.3 mm to 3.42 ± 0.02
as nanoparticle concentration increased from 2 wt% to 7 wt%. At
the overlapping concentration range of 2 wt% to 5 wt%, emulsion
droplets in DI and brine exhibited droplet diameters ranging from
10.2 ± 0.3 mm to 5.52 ± 0.02 mm and 5.57 ± 0.07 mm to 3.41 ± 0.0
5 mm, respectively; controlling for nanoparticle concentration, DI
emulsion droplets were 50–80% larger than brine emulsion dro-
plets. The brine emulsions exhibited greater stability, matching
the coalescence profile of DI emulsions with 12 times more
nanoparticles in dispersion. Controlling for the change of droplet
size, the brine emulsions demonstrated the same stability as DI
emulsions with 4.3 ± 0.5 times smaller diameters. Based on the
effect of diameter on the orthokinetic constant, this result suggests
that particle networks slowed the rate of coalescence by a factor of
78 ± 23. These trends were not present in emulsions with unfil-
tered particles.

These findings help quantify results from past work showing a
link between increased salinity and higher emulsion stability
[22,24,27–30]. We applied centrifugation methods for determining
dynamic emulsion stability [22–24] over a wider particle concen-
tration range in both DI and brine, enabling us to quantify clear sta-
bility thresholds for DI and brine emulsions that were similar in
behavior but an order of magnitude apart in particle concentration.
We found that emulsion stability was highly sensitive to particle
concentration, and that high-salinity nanoparticle interactions
contributed as much to emulsion stability as a twelvefold increase
in particle concentration. We further expanded on droplet diame-
ter observations in past studies [22,27,28,30] with detailed micro-
scopy measurements over a large range of particle concentrations
to infer the effect of DLVO interactions on droplet formation and
control for effects of droplet size. The smaller droplet diameters
of brine emulsions indicated that the nanoparticles packed more
closely during sonication, creating tighter layers at the droplet
interface. The diameters of both brine and DI emulsions deviated
from geometric predictions at higher particle concentrations, sug-
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gesting a tradeoff between the number of particles and sonication
efficiency. Based on these droplet diameters, we were able to quan-
tify the extra emulsion stability granted by salinity when control-
ling for these differences. These results highlight the importance of
salinity-dependent particle interactions to both emulsion forma-
tion and stability, and are relevant to applications in porous media
where salinity is often high. To further examine the role of ligands
on nanoparticle bridging, future work will investigate the effect of
ligand concentration at the nanoparticle surface on particle inter-
actions and emulsion stability.
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